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Abstract
How might those in relatively free nations who are responsible for political and military
policy propose to deal with the scale of humanitarian need in our day that is massive and
frequently the result of unstable regimes? And what moral and political resources might inform
our response to what has been called “complex humanitarian emergencies” – situations that fall
short of formal war per se but which require some measure of interventionary force? This paper
attempts to address the difficult humanitarian question by reflecting on the neglected – if not
often misunderstood – moral capital and resources of the just war tradition – resources that are
permanent and applicable to the humanitarian dilemma. The basic argument presented in this
paper is that relatively free nations have both a “right” and a moral obligation to intervene in
humanitarian emergencies where gross suffering is occurring. This obligation is founded not
only on a principled sense of stewardship of our responsibilities in the world but a commitment
to assist victims of extraordinary suffering based on the wedding of justice and charity. The
symbiosis of these two universal virtues and the “social charity” which they express to victims of
social-political catastrophe together underpin classic just war moral reasoning. These resources
commend themselves to us not as a neat formula but as an important source of moral wisdom as
we wrestle with our responsibilities in the face of varied and vexing humanitarian dilemmas of
the day.
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No authority on earth can withdraw from “social charity” and “social justice” their
intrinsic and justifiable tendencies to rescue from dereliction and oppression all whom it
is possible to rescue… This justification can never be withdrawn; it can only be limited,
supplanted, or put in abeyance. – Paul Ramsey1
1. Introduction
In the aftermath of the Rwandan tragedy, just war historian James Turner Johnson rightly
observed that, with the end of the Cold War, policy-makers were ill-prepared to deal with
geopolitical crises that have arisen since, not to mention the fact that it exposed an utter lack of
moral discourse regarding international affairs.2 Adding insult to injury, those who might have
viewed Cold War tensions as the fruit of defects in the international order, and thus envisioned a
post-Cold War increase in the United Nations’ prestige, surely have had their hopes dashed. The
truth of one Burmese human rights activist is patent: “There are no countries in the world which
have gained liberation through the help of the United Nations.”3
The question before us: how might those in relatively free nations who are responsible for
political and military policy propose to deal with the scale of humanitarian need in our day that is
massive and frequently the result of unstable regimes.4 Specifically, what moral and political
resources might inform our response to what has been called “complex humanitarian
emergencies”5 – situations that fall short of formal war per se but which require some measure of
military force?6
My paper attempts to address this question by marshalling the neglected – if not often
misunderstood – resources of the just war tradition – resources that are permanent and
applicable to the humanitarian dilemma. Herewith I am assuming that moral “neutrality” in life
is impossible and thus untenable. Most mainstream debates about foreign policy and
humanitarian intervention proceed from questionable – and contestable – assumptions
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about state sovereignty, human rights, and cultural relativism that, alas, are anything but
“neutral.” I wish to argue that the just war idea, because of its moral framework, is the only
legitimate means of attempting to think responsibly about the dilemma of humanitarian
intervention.7
Writing on the ethics of intervention two generations ago, ethicist Paul Ramsey set forth
the argument that military intervention for the sake of justice and charity remains both a right
and a duty.8 In Ramsey’s view, the failure of relatively free nations to intervene in humanitarian
emergencies would be “tragically to fail to undertake responsibilities that… are not likely to be
accomplished by other political actors.”9 Responding to the common objection that intervention
can be unjust and illicit, Ramsey acknowledged both possibilities – unjust as well as just causes.
But the mere possibility of unjust causes, Ramsey insisted, does not release political actors – and
the “extended hands” of the military – from their moral responsibility. Not intervening can also
be unjust; hence, one’s obligations are the fruit of charity toward one’s neighbor.10
The viewpoint assumed in this paper is that humanitarian intervention is justified in some,
not all, cases. The reason for this is that the purpose of government is to protect and secure basic
human rights of all persons by virtue of human personhood, worth and dignity. Those regimes
which violate these basic rights in the end forfeit their own right to be protected by international
law. State sovereignty is not an intrinsic value, as is human personhood. Sovereignty must serve
human ends.11 In respecting those basic human rights, we are hence obligated to assist and rescue
others at reasonable cost to ourselves, and, where possible, assist in the social-political
reconstruction of those victims’ lives. We do unto other as we wish that they do unto us.
2. Humanitarian Concern and Making Moral Judgments
Challenges in Contemporary Humanitarian Thinking
To intervene or not intervene? should always be a difficult question. Few have expressed
this hesitation more potently than Michael Walzer in his essay “The Politics of Rescue.”12 The
need for extreme caution in such matters, of course, is uncontroversial. The problem, however, is
that many governments and politicians prefer the “easy” solution to the humanitarian dilemma:
not getting involved, given the “costs” to their political standing at home, which will be affected
by the public’s perception of costs to their own soldiers.13
The diversity of “humanitarian” operations in our day spans a mind-boggling array of
scenarios that are both civilian and military in nature, with the two always interwined. This
multiplicity has caused one analyst to speak of “the fog of peacekeeping”14 to describe the
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imprecision and ambiguity of guidelines surrounding the humanitarian task. And given the
veritable explosion of new states or quasi-states since the Cold War era15 as well as the collapse,
fragmentation or disintegration of the same, “chaos has replaced tyranny,” in the words of one
analyst, as the new challenge to human rights in the 21st century.16
Although the presumption against intervention must remain very strong, it must be said
that non-intervention is not an absolute moral rule; it is a pragmatic policy.17 While there is no
higher moral law that requires non-intervention, the same cannot be said of intervention. While
no higher moral principle requires that we always and everywhere intervene, there is a higher
moral principle requiring that, in extraordinary and tragic situations, we have a duty to
intervene. Hugo Grotius anchors this obligation in the natural law. He writes that those in
political authority have a right to defend not only against injuries done to their own subjects but
those injuries that are excessive and do not directly affect them.18 In fact, Grotius insists, it is
“much more honourable” to avenge other people’s injuries than our own.19
My intention, however, is not to attempt a “how to” guide to humanitarian intervention. It
is, rather, to highlight the moral wisdom of the just war tradition as it applies to this challenge, to
which we shall now turn.
Moral-Philosophical Assumptions That Inform “Neighbor-Love” and the Just War Idea
All human action is subject to moral evaluation, and it needs emphasizing in our day – a
day of post-consensus, post-everything nihilism – that such evaluation is not arbitrary. No one is
a pure moral relativist, for as soon as someone begins to use the language of “should” and
“should not,” he exposes his real nature, believing indeed that there are moral reference points.
In point of fact, all people will draw the line between “acceptable” and “unacceptable”; the
difference, of course, is where people decide to draw the moral line. But make no mistake: all
people do draw the line; all people use the language of “should” and “should not.”
And because society – any society – collapses without common standards (insofar as
morality mirrors a community’s values and priorities), moral diversity cannot be “total,” even
when there is moral-cultural particularity. The very notion of “justice” is sufficient to illustrate.
Very few people believe that justice is different for Kansans, Cambodians, Canadians, and
Kazakhstanis.20 And where justice does seem different, we call this a “travesty” or “miscarriage”
of justice. In this way, then, we arrive at the realization of universal human rights.
But our understanding of human nature, which undergirds any conception of “human
rights,” is critically important – an understanding that is rooted in a moral realism.21 This moral
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realism lies at the heart of just war thinking. By virtue of their common humanity, human beings
have moral duties – duties that are intuited through reason and understood to be universal and
immutable. These duties, moreover, are not limited to family, ethnicity or politics; they extend to
our “neighbor,” which is to say, whoever stands in need. Such duties, then, are “pre-political,”
anchored in an awareness of a higher law, the natural law, from which any form of civil or
positive law must derive.22 The moral is supra-legal. Only in this way are we able to posit any
sort of grounding for “universal human rights.” If that were not so, then “Nuremburg was
nothing but victors’ vengeance dressed up in a fiction of ‘justice,’” in the words of one just war
theorist.23
Just war thinking, then, allows us to conceptualize the assistance of a “neighbor” in need,
through its morally justified application of limited force. This is because of its fundamental
moral-philosophical commitment to desire the highest, the best, for fellow human beings.
3. Just War Moral Reasoning: A Closer Look
The Logic and Unity of Just War Moral Criteria
The just war concept, as I’ve suggested, is not just about war; it is a way of thinking
about broader political life. For this reason, it has been described as an “ethic of responsibility.”24
After all, as Martin Luther famously quipped, if the lion and lamb are expected to lie down
together in the present life, then the lamb will need constant replacing.
This just war “ethic of responsibility” concretizes human duties in the direction of those
who stand in dire need, seeking to restore a justly-ordered peace. Hence, the ethic is not some
“dirty hands” conception of armed force that utilizes some “lesser evil” to achieve some good or
remove some greater evil. It is rather a necessary, though limited, means by which to bring about
a good result, based on a good intention, just as criminal justice is designed to achieve a good
result – an ordered peace in which people can flourish – in domestic life.25 The just war ethic is
rooted in civic virtue.26
At the most basic level, the tradition presupposes certain moral truths that not
infrequently are ignored or forgotten by contemporary theorists, strategists, and political pundits
– for example:
•

That human nature is such that both individual persons and governments can do
intolerable things to human beings – things that must not be (humanly) tolerated; and
because injustice and evil may be politically and legally entrenched, the moral act is
never only strictly legal or contractual.27
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•

That both natural and religious (or theological) sanctions inform the tradition, through
which human beings can reason toward a normative understanding of human nature and
human moral obligation (hence the significance of the natural law).

•

That a moral distinction between relative guilt and innocence can be discerned, in spite of
unbridled nationalism, political complexities, and non-state actors.

•

That “war” and “peace” are not two discontinuous and distinct realms,28 each with its
own set of rules.

•

That “peace” does not merely mean the absence of hostilities; rather, authentic peace
must be justly ordered, since the mafia, pirates, dictators, and terrorists maintain an orbit
of “peace” in which they operate.29

•

That coercive force is both permissible and limitable, thereby avoiding the two extreme
positions of pacifism and political realism, resisting both cynical relativism and
despairing withdrawal.30

•

That both conventional and non-conventional military operations will be necessary in the
affairs of nations.

•

That a hierarchy of moral values must guide military and humanitarian intervention – not
a mere utilitarian estimate of material damage but the realization of human suffering and
death caused by coercive operations.

•

And that a moral continuity exists between ends and means, between ius ad bellum and
ius in bello, based on the justness of a cause for intervening and the right intention that
governs both ends and means; thus, even if the cause of interventionary action is justified
by legitimate political authority, the means or execution of that intervention can be
unjust.31
By just war reasoning, intervention must always be commensurate with the degree of

human suffering where it is occurring and oriented toward a greater good, based on the natural
law, which proceeds on the assumption of self-evident truths accessible to all – namely, do good
and avoid doing evil. These “self-evident truths” are implicit in the so-called “Golden Rule”
ethic by both Plato and Jesus, which places upon us both positive and negative moral obligations.
Positively, we are to do to others as we would want others to do to us; negatively, we must not
permit to be done to others what we ourselves would not want done to us. The implications here
for humanitarian action are clear. Quite properly the just war idea has been called a “citizenship
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model” for international justice, because it insists that “no unbridgeable conceptual and political
divide be opened up between domestic and international politics.”32
What needs emphasis in just war thinking is the coherence as well as both formal and
logical unity existing among the various criteria. All conditions need to be met as they interlock
with and illuminate one another. So, for example, among the primary ad bellum criteria,33 just
cause is necessary but not sufficient to intervention; it needs the confirming or “verifying” light
of right intention, which can unmask imperial pretensions or wrongful designs. Moreover, ends
and means, aims and execution, must be interlocking and proportionate to the victims’
suffering.34 Morally calibrated means have the effect of “verifying” the justness or
appropriateness of an interventionary cause.35
Regardless of our disagreements about the specifics of interventionary activity, moral
wisdom does not call us to be indifferent toward the suffering of others in the face of atrocity.36
This leads us to a recognition of an important moral-philosophical underpinning in the just war
tradition: the symbiosis of justice and charity, which creates a continuity between ends and
means and elucidates the very essence of right intention.
The Conjoining of Justice and Charity in Just War Reasoning
Even when “humanitarian intervention” finds little support in modern international law,
an older tradition, anchored in just war thinking, justifies force not only to correct wrongs but to
protect the innocent. It is this “tradition” that best explains – and “re-locates”37 – humanitarian
intervention, and at the heart of this “tradition” is the conjoining of justice and charity.
To divorce justice and charity is to do irreparable damage to the character of both virtues
as well as to alter the very moral foundation upon which just-war thinking rests. Both justice and
charity are non-fluid in character. As quintessential human virtues, they are deemed universally
binding, and hence, are “owed” all people. As already noted, evidence of this universality is the
transcultural “Golden Rule” ethic surfacing in the teaching of both Plato and Jesus. And in the
Christian moral tradition, this ethic, wherein justice and charity embrace, gives embodiment to
the natural law and finds powerful expression in the parable of the “Good Samaritan.”
Charity, as Augustine conceives of it, must motivate all that we do, including the
application of coercive force. Not the external act but our internal motivation determines the
morality of our deeds.38 As a social force, this “rightly ordered love”39 is foremost concerned
with what is good – good for the perpetrator of criminal acts, good for victims of criminal acts,
good for society which is watching, and good for future/potential offenders.
6

To read Thomas Aquinas’ treatment of both charity and justice in the Summa Theologica
is instructive. Therein he examines the nature of charity, its moral dimensions, and its
consequences. Charity, according to Aquinas, must be developed through habit and thus is “a
principle of action.”40 Moreover, what is noteworthy is the fact that war is contextualized in the
middle of Aquinas’ discussion of charity (Q. 40 of II-II). In Thomistic thought, charity and
justice meet and guide us in applying coercive force. Because “justice directs a man in his
relations with others,”41 justice and love meld in Thomistic thought.
Two innovative, early-modern thinkers in the just war tradition who saw the symbiosis of
justice and charity applying in distinctly “humanitarian” situations of their day were Francisco de
Vitoria and Francisco Suárez. Their context – Spanish “New World” discovery – is important,
for it placed them at odds with conventional thinking of the day. Vitoria’s task in particular was
to challenge Spanish imperial pretensions and the unjust treatment of native Americans. “The
barbarians are all our neighbors,” he wrote, “and therefore anyone, especially princes, may
defend them from…tyranny and oppression.”42 Spanish intervention could not mean conquest,
based on the natural law and the natives’ innocence, even when their customs might seem
strange. Recall Vitoria’s context: he advances just war reasoning on behalf of those outside his
cultural world, that is, those who technically were not his “neighbors.”
Like Vitoria before him, Suárez taught at a leading university of his day. Trained both as
a lawyer and a theologian, he addressed the subject of war as did Augustine and Aquinas – as a
duty of charity. This element, coupled with the belief that moral principles based on the natural
law must guide the use of coercive force in war, formed the main argument of his treatise On the
Three Theological Virtues, Faith, Hope, and Charity.43 Following Aquinas, Suárez argued that
not merely natural justice44 but also the norm of charity constitutes the proper motivation for war
and coercive force.
Two Christian thinkers closer to our time share this commitment to prevent love and
justice from being disengaged, though in differing ways. Reinhold Niebuhr, as clouds were
forming on the European horizon in the 1930s, grew impatient with standard Protestant ethics of
his day. In the end, Niebuhr rejected the divorce of love and justice (even when his theological
reasoning must be viewed as deficient).45 The divorce of love and justice, he believed, is tragic:
we end up abetting injustice.46 Hence, with sarcasm he lampoons Protestants’ WW2-era naïveté:
“if Britain had only been fortunate enough to have produced 30 percent instead of two percent
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conscientious objectors to military service, [then] Hitler’s heart would have been softened and he
would not have dared attack Poland.”47
A generation closer to us, the noted Princeton ethicist and just war theorist Paul Ramsey
cautioned that “a Christian, impelled by love,” simply “cannot remain aloof…toward the
neighbor.”48 Love, Ramsey insisted, originates in justice.49
Neighbor-love is the primary feature of Ramsey’s construal of love because it is
cognizant of the dignity and worth of others. For this reason Ramsey could speak of a
“preferential ethics of protection”50 that has the innocent neighbor or third party in view.51 “[N]o
authority on earth,” he writes, can withdraw from charity or justice their inclination to “rescue
from dereliction and oppression all whom it is possible to rescue.”52 To his great credit,
Ramsey’s theological orientation always had responsible policy in view.53
Just war thinkers, ten, from Augustine to Ramsey and beyond illustrate why, particularly
in our day, charity will need to be redefined once more.
Right Intention as “Verification” of Justness
Thus far I have argued that the symbiosis of justice and charity lies at the heart of just
war reasoning. Specifically, it underpins right intention. Without right intention, there can be no
continuity between ends and means, and hence, no justification for intervention.54 Without right
intention, the link between one’s action and one’s justification for the action can be – and often is
– severed, which means that “just cause” might be serving as a pretext for other ulterior motives.
In the just war ethic, the criterion which explicitly directs of the use of force in the task of
building or restoring peace is right intention.55
Intention in humanitarian emergency as well as in war is both forward- and backwardlooking.56 It is forward-looking in the sense that our stated aims should be evidenced through our
actions, and it is backward-looking in the reverse sense: actions will confirm or conflict with the
originally stated aims. Formally, we may argue that right intention consists of two components:
(1) avoiding wrong intention, which harms and does not assist, and (2) facilitating a justlyordered peace.57 Right intention is helpfully illuminated by the character of its opposite, wrong
intention, which would include imperialism, unbridled state nationalism, vengeance, blood-thirst,
lust for domination, or territorial expansion.58 This anatomy demonstrates that just war reasoning
is not extrinsic to or removed from civic life; rather, it is an extension of community, responsible
government, and our most basic values.
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In the end, we might reasonably argue that right intention – strategically – is the most
important of all the just war criteria,59 inasmuch as without an appropriate moral disposition,
without the ability to ask a myriad of why questions about motive, the other criteria can become
distorted or inoperable.60 And it is right intention that will guide – via public acts – the
restraining in bello principles of discrimination and proportionality. (An important component
herein is the moral distinction between retribution and revenge. While time does not permit me
to develop this important distinction, perhaps we can discuss this in the Q&A.61)
4. Concluding Reflections
The Costs and Character of Non-Intervention
Assuming that all moral conditions for intervention have been met, charity and human
decency compel us to conclude that we have not only a right but a responsibility to intervene
where atrocity is afoot. And who should do the rescuing? Our answer must be: those states that
are (a) best placed and (b) able to assist. While agreement on specifics of those options may
elude us, that human beings are morally obligated to intervene and come to the aid of victims of
gross injustice, where possible, should be beyond controversy.62
A word of caution: current unpopularity among the American public and American
policy-makers regarding humanitarian intervention may or may not represent moral principle.
While no nation on earth can or should “police the world,” and while no outcomes are
guaranteed, a general attitude of moral detachment may in fact serve as a smokescreen for our
inability to make moral judgments and engage social-political evil head-on.
The Morality of National Interest: Responding to Charges of Inconsistency
But what about humanitarian interventions where we have no national interests? This is
a legitimate question. While acknowledging our responsibilities at home, these do not preclude
responsibilities abroad. They simply remind us that there are finite limits on the responsibilities
that we owe others. And these responsibilities abroad, of course, will vary according to the
situation.63
“National interest” as it concerns security issues is not merely “selfish”; it is inevitably
tied to the security of other nations. Granted, it is not unreasonable to ask, Why should we be
bearing the burden of military intervention in remote parts of the world? And it is not
unreasonable to ask, Why should our soldiers in particular be bearing that burden? But national
interest, in the end, need not vitiate the motivation to assist other nations where the need is dire.
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And should we be accused of hypocrisy or a double standard regarding intervention, as is
inevitable, it is “better to be inconsistently responsible than consistently irresponsible.”64
Second Thoughts on “Last Resort”
A final source of frequent misunderstanding invites our consideration. If we insist on
viewing “last resort” as the mathematical last in a serial line of possible actions or strategies,
there will always be one more alternative to try. And in our day, intervention is more likely to be
late than pre-mature. Hence, we must qualify possibilities constituting “last resort” with the word
“reasonable,” and for two reasons. First, all who oppose coercive force in principle will never
acknowledge that diplomatic maneuvering is ever exhausted. Second, last resort might be
immoral – and destructive – when and where it stalls and becomes too late to defend the
suffering innocent. Quite properly, Michael Walzer has written: “Taken literally… ‘last resort’
would make war [indeed, any forceful intervention] morally impossible. For we can never reach
lastness, or we can never know that we have reached it. There is always something else to do:
another diplomatic note, another...resolution, another meeting…”65
Delay for the sake of delay, however, is not the intent of last resort in classical just war
thinking. For if there is some great evil that must be prevented or stopped, we are not morally
permitted to wait on every possibility. Delay at some point becomes immoral, inhumane and
complicit with the crime or crimes needing interdiction – a critically important consideration as
it applies to the question of “humanitarian intervention.” (After all, economic sanctions will not
deter terrorists or tyrants.) For this reason, “last resort” is anchored in considerations of just
cause, not vice versa.66
Human Solidarity and Neighbor-Love
In an important address in 1997 at the U.S. Holocaust Museum, South African Justice
Richard Goldstone, who had previously been chief prosecutor of the International Criminal
Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, had this to say:
The one thing that I have learned in my travels to the former Yugoslavia and in Rwanda
and in my own country is that where there have been egregious human rights violations
that have been unaccounted for, where there has been no justice, where the victims have
not received any acknowledgement, where they have been forgotten, where there’s been a
national amnesia, the effect is a cancer in the society. It is the reason that explains, in my
respectful opinion, spirals of violence in the former Yugoslavia for centuries and in
Rwanda for decades…67
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Goldstone’s remarks, fresh on the heels of unprecedented genocidal violence, serve to remind us
that Paul Ramsey was right. No authority on earth can withdraw from “social charity” and
“social justice” their intrinsic and justifiable tendency to rescue from dereliction and oppression
all whom it is possible to rescue. That justification can never be withdrawn; it can only be
limited, supplanted, or suspended temporarily.
It has been said that people will not cherish their own freedom if they are unwilling to
intervene on behalf of others in need. Ancient proverbial wisdom beckons people of principle,
irrespective of their location in life, to act on behalf of the traumatized. Such a call bears
repeating, especially in a post-consensus cultural climate and at a moment when nations suffer
from “humanitarian fatigue”:
If you faint in the day of adversity,
How small is your strength.
Rescue those who are being led away toward death,
Hold back those stumbling toward the slaughter.
If you say, “But we nothing about this,”
Does not He who weighs the heart consider it?
Does not He who guards your life not know it?
And will He not repay each person
According to what that person has done?68
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